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Goal: Prioritize training examples to speed up training

SGD with *oracle* importance sampling
First change to standard SGD: use non-uniform sampling

Second change to SGD: increase learning rate

Approximate importance sampling

Robust approximate importance sampling (RAIS)

Empirical results

Conclusions

Standard SGD with uniform sampling is inefficient for many real-world scenarios 

Common & easy training example Uncommon & tricky example Cases to learn
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improvement saturates early on

Rare cases receive less attention; 
model learns them slowly

To learn faster, we train most on examples that challenge the model

Optimization objective Stochastic gradientSGD update
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Training data

1           Oak tree
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3           Shark

n           Maple tree
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Sampling according to gradient norms  
prioritizes challenging examples
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Model weights
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Iterations

SGD with importance sampling 
Uniform SGD

What we hope to see:
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Predicted importance 
values

Approximation 
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or LSTM, etc.)
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error
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Naïve approximation 
results in divergence

Naïve solution: prohibit small sampling probabilities—use smoothing

Prioritized distribution based on point estimate Uniform  distribution

Smoothing introduces a critical hyperparameter, which can greatly limit speed-up (if too large) 
or lead to divergence (if too small)

Parameterized by  
vectors c and d

1 axis per  
training example

(⟨s1, c⟩, ⟨s2, c⟩)

⟨s2, d⟩√

⟨s1, d⟩√

Main idea: instead of 
predicting point estimate of 
importance values, predict 

uncertainty set 
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For all possible p, consider  
worst-case gradient variance over  

all scenarios in uncertainty set

Choose p with the best worst case:  

Predicted importance Uncertainty in prediction

Known value (not hyperparameter)

Train uncertainty set parameters using recent minibatches: 

s.t.      c, d ∈ Srecent-minibatches 

c, d ← argmin       ⟨si, d⟩Σ
i=1

n

“Size” of uncertainty set

Recently computed 
minibatches must lie in 

uncertainty set

For learning rate adjustment, estimate gain ratio using moving averages 

Small experiment with oracle algorithm: MNIST data, LeNet-5 model 
(Note: learning rate schedule optimized for standard SGD in all comparisons)
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CIFAR-100 data, ResNet-18 model

  
             RAIS-SGD

Trout

Least frequent samples

Mower Chimp Road Chair
Most frequent samples

Shrew Worm Seal Baby Otter
(not Mouse)(Snake) (Otter) (Girl) (Seal)

Comparing speed-up and time overhead Alignment of epochs equivalent

Horse Bird Plane Ship Car

Least frequent samples

(not Car)

Most frequent samples

Truck Deer Dog Bird Cat
(Cat) (Cat) (Plane) (Dog)

CIFAR-10 data, ResNet-18 model

  
             RAIS-SGD

SVHN CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 SVHN CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

• Relatively simple and very practical importance sampling procedure for faster deep model training 

• Speed-ups from RAIS anywhere from 20% to more than 2x—depends greatly on training task 

• Minimal dependence on hyperparameters due to robust optimization concept 

• Promising approach overall with minimal downside and potential for large speed-ups

Practical considerations

RAIS-SGD combines nicely with:

• Data augmentation 

• Batch normalization (must weight statistics) 

• Dropout 

• Momentum

Size of uncertainty set adapts to these tricks

Computing per-example gradient norms to train 
uncertainty set is impractical with existing tools; 
Instead we approximate the terms using gradient 
norms of only the loss layer

Theoretical justification: this choice of T(t) minimizes the variance of ;(t)
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Effective iteration number: t̂ =
%t

t′=1 r
(t′−1)

Original learning rate: η(t)l = MS@TDIFE(t)
Adjusted learning rate: η(t) = r(t) MS@TDIFE(t̂)


